ROOTED AND GROUNDED: Helping Georgia Farmers Protect Their Business, Property & Family

A farm may conjure bucolic images but it is in fact a complex legal venture, encompassing real property, a business and often a family home. Georgia Appleseed is pleased to present an updated handbook, Rooted and Grounded: A Georgia Legal Handbook for Small Farmers and Their Land to help farmers make informed decisions to protect these assets for future generations.

"This Legal Handbook was first produced more than 20 years ago by Fort Valley State College," noted Skipper StipeMass, Director of the Georgia Heirs Property Law Center. "This 2015 updated version was made possible through the writing and editing contributions of pro bono attorneys from several Atlanta firms. It is intended as an education tool to help farmers recognize when they need legal council. It cannot and should not serve as direct legal advice."

StipeMass continues, "The Georgia Heirs Property Law Center is committed to help farmers stabilize land ownership and develop equity in their operations through legal education, and prevention and resolution of Heirs Property. This manual is one step towards meeting this commitment."

The handbook covers topics frequently encountered by farmers, including agreements and contracts, mineral rights, protection of farm and family through a will and responding to unexpected actions against one’s property.

The Handbook is a resource of the Georgia Heirs Property Law Center (a project of Georgia Appleseed) and is a result of a collaboration with Ben Hill County and McIntosh SEED that is funded by the USDA Rural Business Enterprises Grant Program.

Rooted and Grounded is available here.

Congratulations to the new Young Professionals Council (YPC) Leadership for 2015-16

YPC President Shanta McBride (DLA Piper)

YPC President-Elect Craig Friedman (Jones Day)

YPC Secretary Alison Ballard (Taylor English Duma)

YPC Treasurer Rangan Ramachandran (EY)

YPC SCRABBLE TOURNAMENT SPELLS S-U-C-C-E-S-S

The 2nd Annual Young Professionals Council (YPC) SCRABBLE Tournament on June 23rd raised unrestricted funding for Georgia Appleseed and the YPC and snagged a trophy and bragging rights for the team from Sutherland. See photos here.

Congratulations to all the players and B-I-G thanks to the team sponsors and YPC volunteers.

S-t-a-y v-o-o-n-n-e-c-t-e-d and like us on Facebook!
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A farm may conjure bucolic images but it is in fact a complex legal venture, encompassing real property, a business and often a family home. Georgia Appleseed is pleased to present an updated handbook, Rooted and Grounded: A Georgia Legal Handbook for Small Farmers and Their Land, to help farmers make informed decisions to protect these assets for future generations.

This Legal Handbook was first produced more than 20 years ago by Fort Valley State College," noted Skipper StipeMass, Director of the Georgia Heirs Property Law Center. "This 2015 updated version was made possible through the writing and editing contributions of pro bono attorneys from several Atlanta law firms. It is intended as an education tool to help farmers recognize when they need legal council. It cannot and should not serve as direct legal advice."
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